CARLYLE & TERRY LAKE, Killarney Provincial Park

PORTAGE FROM CARLYLE LAKE TO KAKAKISE LAKE VIA TERRY LAKE
After entering Terry from Carlyle, paddle towards the western shore (to the left) to find the Kakakise portage. This 940m portage runs from the north-western shore of Terry Lake to Kakakise Lake along mostly flat terrain except for short inclines/declines at each end. Although this portage can be wet at times, there are now wooden bridges spanning the worst parts. At the Kakakise end of this portage expect to find a decline covered with many roots, watch footing at this section.

CARLYLE LAKE AND TERRY LAKE
Carlyle Lake is the “Gateway to Killarney.” This lake provides paddlers with convenient access to many of the lakes in the park, and is also an excellent starting point for hikers.

Since there is no portage between Carlyle and Johnnie Lakes it is possible to paddle a great distance into the north-eastern corner of the park with ease. Carlyle’s picturesque surroundings are typical of the Killarney Area, hosting a variety of wildlife including moose, herons, and beaver.

Despite its name, Terry Lake is more of a bay on Carlyle than a lake itself. To enter Terry, follow the north-western shore of Carlyle until you find a narrow strait which passes into this bay.

Fishing enthusiasts will find ample fish stocks in both Carlyle and Terry Lakes. Carlyle contains Pike and Small Mouth Bass, and Yellow Perch can be found in Terry. Please keep in mind that fishing Lake Trout is prohibited for all seasons due to fish sanctuary regulations in the Park.

When choosing your campsite for the night, we recommend site #55 on Terry Lake due to its secluded location.